A Celebration of

Ulster Airs

Musical traditions and diversity
‘… the BBC feels that it is part of its function in reflecting the life of the region to
foster ... the preservation of music which is essentially part of the country’s heritage.'
BBC announcement about the Ulster Airs scheme in 1936
This evening’s concert blends folk and orchestral music in a celebration of our countryside, its landscape
and musical traditions. It pays tribute to the BBC’s original Ulster Airs scheme (which was launched in
1936 as BBC radio reached a region-wide audience for the first time with the opening of the Lisnagarvey
transmitter) and showcases the talents of contemporary composers. It’s an exciting combination, linking
past and present and reminding us of the BBC’s enduring commitment to musical innovation and creativity.
Airs of Ulster reflected BBC initiatives elsewhere and a wider concern that folk and traditional music
were at risk of being lost due to changes in society and popular culture. It was intended to ‘preserve the
wealth of folk and traditional music’ and to bring ‘the traditional music of the countryside’ to the widest
possible audience through new orchestral arrangements. It recognised that musical traditions were/are
porous and interdependent and the BBC’s press statement to mark the launch of the Ulster Airs scheme
stated that in seeking to preserve ‘music which is essentially part of the country’s heritage … there will
be no attempt at invidious distinctions. Naturally, traditional music in Ulster is of all sorts and origins …’
Approximately 160 arrangements were submitted to the BBC’s Ulster Airs scheme, but only some
of them were broadcast by the BBC Northern Ireland Orchestra. Editorial disagreements were a factor
in all of this and the onset of war and the orchestra’s disbandment meant that the initiative fell into
abeyance. Much of the work that was commissioned, however, was significant and it deserves to be
remembered and enjoyed by BBC audiences today.
Our concert forms part of a diverse and popular programme of broadcasts with the Ulster Orchestra.
And we are delighted that it has provided the stimulus to a wonderful sequence of illustrations by local
artist, Jonathan McHugh. His visual evocation of places and tunes from the BBC’s Ulster Airs projects
(both historic and more recent) demonstrates how the arts cross boundaries, make connections and
have an endless capacity for renewal.
A Celebration of Ulster Airs with John Toal will be broadcast on Classical Connections on
BBC Radio Ulster. And there will be supporting resources about our composers and the background
to this project, online at bbc.co.uk/musicni.
Enjoy – and thanks so much for your support.

Mark Adair
Head of Corporate & Community Affairs - BBCNI
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A Celebration of

Ulster Airs

Our concert combines old and new BBC commissions in a programme that is
evocative of different places, musical traditions and influences. It celebrates the ambition
and legacy of the BBC’s original Ulster Airs scheme in the late 1930s and re-imagines
it for a new era and audience – bringing music and stories of our countryside to the
concert hall and to BBC audiences listening at home and around the world.
The Sailor’s Trip to Liverpool
- Redmond Friel

The Old Irish Home;
The King of Spain’s Daughter
- Howard Ferguson

Gordon Jacob’s assessment of this piece by
Redmond Friel is missing from the BBC files,
but Clarence Raybould, in his own inimitable
(and patronising?) way, thought this ‘an
attractive tune and quite passably orchestrated
… it merits further interest’. This reel is also
known as The Boyne Hunt. It’s No.9 in the
BBC’s Ulster Airs collection.

In October 1938, Howard Ferguson received
Norman Hay’s selection of 88 airs from the
Sam Henry collection (a comprehensive
inter-war collection of local folk songs) and
chose six. Only three of these were composed
and arranged for the BBC Ulster Airs scheme.
The composer and critic Gordon Jacob wrote
approvingly about these pieces: ‘They make
one wish he had done more … He steers a
course admirably between over-elaboration
and over-simplicity and always produces a
real piece of music.’ Howard Ferguson’s
arrangements were later published as
Four Diversions on Ulster Airs, Op.7.

Carrickfergus
- Kevin O’Connell
Kevin O’Connell writes: ‘The provenance of
this popular tune is obscure, though its Irish
words are by the Ulster poet Cathal Buí Mac
Giolla Ghunna. My piece is a tone-poem and
meditation on the tune and includes a short
scherzo which is almost like an Irish jig. In
composing it, I was inspired by Sean O’ Sé’s
famous rendition of the tune on the album
O’Riada at the Gaiety.’

An Old Lover’s Wedding
- Capt. C.J. Brennan
Ulster Air No.17 is one of the 49 contributed
to the scheme by Capt. Brennan. Writing in
1946, Gordon Jacob thought ‘he did too many’
and ‘ran short of ideas’, but in this one,
‘treatment and scoring were both fairly done’.
Originally entitled The Old Wooer’s Wedding, and
subtitled Irish Silhouette, the air is from Songs of
the People – Sam Henry’s long-running series
on folk-songs in Coleraine’s weekly newspaper,
the Northern Constitution, which eventually
included approximately 850 airs.

The Londonderry Air
- Hamilton Harty
Hamilton Harty was invited to contribute to
the Ulster Airs scheme by Norman Hay at the
insistence of the BBC’s Regional Director, John
Sutthery in November, 1936. Harty, who was
quite ill at the time, declined, stating that he
‘could not in any circumstances agree to
“submit” a work for consideration by the
[Ulster Airs] Committee’. Despite his absence
from the BBC’s Ulster Airs scheme, we felt
unable to overlook this arrangement that
Hamilton Harty had made a little earlier! The
tune was published by George Petrie in 1855,
having been sent to him by Miss Jane Ross from
Limavady. Harty’s setting, which dates from
1924, draws on a piece of music which has
become an iconic evocation of place and is
recognised around the world.

Úirchill an Chreagáin (The Clay of Creggan)
- Deirdre McKay
Deirdre McKay writes: ‘Úirchill an Chreagáin
is an aisling (vision poem) from south-east Ulster.
It was composed by local song poet, Art
MacCumhaigh (1738-1773) in the closing
shadows of his life. While sheltering in the
O’Neill burial vault in Creggan graveyard
(Armagh), the spéirbhean (visionary woman of
beauty) invites the poet to leave his sorrowful
life behind and follow her, west, to a land of
enchantment. This setting interweaves both
equally tempered and “natural” tunings.’
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The Mountains of Pomeroy
- Ryan Molloy

An Rince Sídhe (The Fairy Dance)
- Eibhlís Farrell

Ryan Molloy writes: ‘This is one of the earliest
tunes that many tin-whistle wielding children
learn in and around our area of County Tyrone.
It is usually played as a march, but encouraged
by the performances of musicians such as
fellow Tyrone fiddler Cathal Hayden, I gradually
came to explore the melody more freely in
my own performance, appreciating its simple
beauty all the more at the slow tempo.
This short setting of the air reflects these
qualities, hopefully drawing also on the
landscape from which the song itself emerges.
This work is dedicated to my parents, who
instilled in me a love for the “home place”.'

Eibhlís Farrell writes: ‘The belief that much
of our traditional music has been inspired
by the fairies, and we musicians are but their
intermediaries, is strongly embedded in the
collective folk psyche. Based on the Donegal
slip-jig, The Fairy Jig, this work also pays tribute
to Turlough Ó Carolan’s Banríon na Síog/The
Queen of the Fairies which was performed
at the 1792 Belfast Assembly of Harpers and
included in the first Bunting Collection of 1796.'
Ramelton Ballad
- David Byers
David Byers writes: ‘This ballad tune was
collected by Herbert Hughes in the summer
of 1903 and published in Songs of Uladh
the following year. He said that he “got this air
from Seaghan o Straithin” who had sung it to
him. Hughes gave it the title Limerick Town and
Joseph Campbell’s new words reflected that
backdrop. Seaghan was from Aughnish near
Ramelton and his singing of this aisling was
remarkably free in rhythm. My exploration
begins with a ‘tidied up - regularised’ version
published by Francis Roche in 1927 and
ends with Hughes’s original transcription.’

The Glasgow Lasses
- Joan Trimble
It seems likely, from the unused nature of
the orchestral parts, that this is the first
performance for this piece by Joan Trimble.
She has fourteen Ulster Air settings in the BBC’s
archives. Gordon Jacob suggested that they
demonstrated ‘sensitive musicianship’ and
Clarence Raybould described this particular
piece, which was based on a tune that had
been published in P.W. Joyce’s Old Irish Folk
Music and Songs in 1909, as ‘a pleasant jolly
tune, very well-orchestrated.’

The Flower of Magherally; The Rambling Suiler
- Howard Ferguson

The Breeze from Scotland will bring my Love
- Norman Hay

Howard Ferguson thought that each of
the tunes that he had selected for his Ulster Airs
was attractive in differing ways, but that The
Flower of Magherally was ‘superb’. Clarence
Raybould, writing in 1944, offered a different
(and perhaps characteristic) assessment:
‘Despite the very good orchestral arrangement
I cannot see much interest in this rather dull
tune. No modification or redressing will ever
make it suitable for broadcasting.’ All of which
proves how musical taste is inescapably
subjective and always a matter of opinion.
We think that The Rambling Suiler (a suiler is
a beggar man) provides a great ending for this
evening’s concert.

Ulster Air No.110 is this fine setting for string
orchestra, the second such by Norman Hay.
The first had been The Lament for Hugh
Reynolds - an ‘in memoriam’ piece for the
Belfast-born Herbert Hughes (1882-1937).
That setting had been much admired by Nevin
Foster, the music critic of the Northern Whig,
and so this second one is dedicated to him.
'He liked my other arrangement for strings …
and I hope he may like this one!’ Hay also noted
that ‘this beautiful Dorian [mode] tune is
No.335 in the Joyce (1909) Collection. Joyce
states that it came from the Ards district’. Hay’s
arrangement creates an atmospheric rhapsody,
exploiting solo violin and solo cello to great effect.
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A Celebration of Ulster Airs
ULSTER ORCHESTRA
Leader, Iona Petcu-Colan
Conductor, Stephen Bell
Tuesday, 19 June 2018, 8.00pm
Ulster Hall, Belfast

PART 1

PART 2

Howard Ferguson

Ryan Molloy

The Old Irish Home; The King of Spain’s Daughter
from Four Diversions on Ulster Airs, Op.7, Nos. 1&2
(6 minutes)

The Mountains of Pomeroy*
(5½ minutes)

Joan Trimble
Capt. C.J. Brennan
An Old Lover’s Wedding
(4 minutes)

The Glasgow Lasses*
(4 minutes)

Norman Hay
Deirdre McKay
Úirchill an Chreagáin (The Clay of Creggan)*
(4½ minutes)

The Breeze from Scotland will bring my Love
(5½ minutes)

Eibhlís Farrell
Redmond Friel
The Sailor’s Trip to Liverpool
(3 minutes)

An Rince Sídhe (The Fairy Dance)*
(4½ minutes)

David Byers
Kevin O’Connell
Carrickfergus*
(8 minutes)

Ramelton Ballad*
(6 minutes)

Howard Ferguson
Hamilton Harty
The Londonderry Air
(5½ minutes)

The Flower of Magherally; The Rambling Suiler
from Four Diversions on Ulster Airs, Nos.3&4
(7 minutes)

Interval (20 minutes)

Ends

6

7

* denotes a first performance and first BBC broadcast

Biographical Sketches
Howard Ferguson (1908-1999)

Redmond Friel (1907-1979)

Belfast-born Howard Ferguson studied piano
and conducting at London’s Royal College
of Music.

Redmond Friel, who was born in Derry,
studied privately with Norman Hay and at
St. Mary’s College of Education, London.
He was headmaster of the Waterside Boys’
School in Londonderry, a member of the music
staff at St. Columb’s College and the organist
of St Columb’s Church on the city’s Waterside.
His music was featured by both the BBC and
RTÉ. His orchestral works include a Symphonic
Movement (1949), a ballet and concert suite on
The Children of Lir (1950) and thirty
contributions to the BBC’s Ulster Airs scheme.

His superbly-crafted music has been widely
performed and broadcast – it’s a shame then
that he gave up composing in the early 1960s.
He taught composition at the Royal Academy
of Music from 1948 to 1963 and his pupils
included Richard Rodney Bennett and
Cornelius Cardew. He was also an excellent
pianist, an important editor of musical works,
a renowned musicologist and author of a
cookery book!

Kevin O’Connell (b.1958)
Derry-born Kevin O’Connell began his
musical studies with Roma Caffola (piano)
and Redmond Friel. He has written works for
many of Europe’s leading performers including
Raphael Wallfisch, the Hugo Wolf Quartet,
Joanna MacGregor and the Kungsbacka Trio.
A CD of his orchestral works has been
recorded by the RTÉ National Symphony
Orchestra. Kevin is a member of Aosdána,
Ireland’s academy of creative artists.

Capt. Charles J. Brennan (1876-1972)
Captain Brennan was the first, and indeed
longest-serving, organist of St Anne’s
Cathedral, Belfast (1904-1964). He was born
in Hampshire, though the family hailed from
Galway and he spent some childhood years
in Cork. He was appointed organist of
Strabane Parish Church in 1897. His war
service with the Royal Irish Fusiliers meant that
he was universally known as ‘Captain’ Brennan.
For many decades he was one of the leading
musical figures in Belfast, as teacher, lecturer,
conductor, composer, adjudicator and of
course organist and choirmaster.

Hamilton Harty (1879-1940)
Hillsborough-born Hamilton Harty settled
in London in 1901, carving out a significant
career as pianist and conductor. His golden
era as conductor of the Hallé Orchestra
(1920-1933) left him little time to compose.
He was knighted in 1925. Much of his music
has come back into public awareness, thanks to
the Ulster Orchestra’s commercial recordings
with Bryden Thomson between 1979 and
1983. Harty’s last major work, The Children
of Lir, dates from 1938, contemporaneous
with the Ulster Airs scheme.

Deirdre McKay (b.1972)
Deirdre McKay is from rural County Down.
She completed a doctorate in composition in
2003 at Queen’s University, Belfast. Her works
have been performed by major orchestras,
choirs and soloists, from London’s South
Bank to New York’s Carnegie Hall, including
Amsterdam, Berlin and Paris. She was a
recipient of a Director’s Choice Award
from Boston Metro Opera’s International
Composers’ Competition and was awarded
the Arts Council of Northern Ireland’s
Major Individual Artist Award, in 2016.

Ryan Molloy (b.1983)
Ryan Molloy is from Pomeroy in County
Tyrone. His compositional work, like his
innovative performances, sits at the boundary
of contemporary music and traditional Irish
music. His works have been performed to
international audiences on four continents
for over fifteen years and have been broadcast
on national and international radio and
television. He is currently a Lecturer in
Composition at Maynooth University.
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Joan Trimble (1915-2000)
Enniskillen-born Joan Trimble studied at the
Royal Irish Academy of Music and Trinity College
in Dublin before going to the Royal College of
Music in London to study with Arthur Benjamin
(piano) and Vaughan Williams and Herbert
Howells (composition). For over 30 years the
piano duo of Joan and her sister Valerie enjoyed
huge success, and several of Joan’s compositions
featured in the duo’s repertoire. In 1957, the
BBC commissioned her opera Blind Raftery
for television. CDs of her music are available
on several recording labels.

David Byers (b.1947)
Belfast-born David Byers studied with
Raymond Warren at Queen’s University
Belfast, with James Iliff as Manson Scholar in
Composition at the Royal Academy of Music,
London, and as Macauley Fellow (Irish Arts
Council) with Henri Pousseur at the Liège
Conservatoire. His music covers a wide range
from orchestral to chamber and incidental
music and has been broadcast throughout
Europe and in the USA and Australia. He is
also a writer and musicologist. David is the
curator of this evening’s concert.

Norman Hay (1889-1943)
Norman Hay’s father, from Coleraine, was
an Inland Revenue official. Norman was born
in Kent and his mother died when he was two.
Having contracted polio and unable to walk
for many years, Norman was brought up in
Coleraine by his aunts. He received music
lessons from teachers including Dr Koeller of
the Belfast Philharmonic and Charles Brennan.
With a D.Mus from Oxford Norman Hay
flourished as an organist and composer.
He received a Carnegie Award for his string
quartet and his choral and orchestral works
were performed at the London Proms and
Three Choirs Festival. From 1925 until his
death, he was a fearless music critic - Rathcol,
of the Belfast Telegraph – and took no
prisoners in his quest for high standards,
including calls for a permanent professional
orchestra, better music education and much
more. He was appointed as editor and adviser
for the BBC’s Ulster Airs scheme in 1936.

Stephen Bell – Conductor
Stephen Bell studied at the Royal College
of Music with Norman Del Mar. He is
well-known for his work with orchestras
across Europe and North America. He was
appointed Artistic Director, City of Oxford
Orchestra in 2009 and became Associate
Conductor with Hallé Pops in 2013. His recent
discography includes recordings with the RPO,
BBC Concert Orchestra and the Hallé. And his
conducting assignments have involved major
artists including Julian Bliss, Clare Teal and
Noah Stewart.
Jonathan McHugh - Illustrator
Jonathan McHugh is an award-winning artist
and illustrator. His work has been exhibited
in countries across the world and appears on
a weekly basis in the Financial Times. He has
undertaken several previous BBC commissions,
including depictions of Broadcasting House,
Belfast and a series of images to celebrate the
work of poet and BBC programme-maker,
Louis MacNeice. Jonathan was invited to create
a sequence of illustrations for this evening’s
Ulster Airs concert. These reflect
old and new BBC commissions and the
places and landscape that they evoke.

Eibhlís Farrell (b.1953)
Eibhlís Farrell is a member of Aosdána, the
state-sponsored academy of Irish artists. She is
from Rostrevor and is a graduate of QUB, Bristol
University, and Rutgers University, studying with
Raymond Warren and Charles Wuorinen. Her
works cover a wide range of media and have
been performed and broadcast throughout
Europe and America. She has represented Ireland
at the UNESCO International Rostrum of
Composers and is a recipient of Rutgers
University’s Distinguished Alumni Award. Eibhlís is
Head of Music and Creative Media, and Director
of Ionad Taighde Ceoil, the Centre for Research
in Music, at Dundalk Institute of Technology.
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